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            18th May 2022 
 
 
Sunborn (Gibraltar) Resort Limited: Green Policy 

1. Mission Statement 

Sunborn (Gibraltar) Resort Limited recognizes that it had a responsibility to the environment and 
community beyond legal and regulatory requirements. We are committed to reducing our 
environmental impact and continually improving our sustainable performance as an integral part 
of our business strategy and operating procedures, with regular review points. We will encourage 
customers, suppliers and other stakeholders to do the same. 

2.  Responsibility 

Sunborn (Gibraltar) Resort Limited is responsible for ensuring that the green policy is 
implemented. However, all employees have a responsibility in their area and departments to 
ensure that the aims and objectives of the policy are met and if required amended. 

3.  Policy Aims 

a. Complying will all applicable legislation. 
b. Implementing energy and water efficiency programs where economically and operationally 

practical. 
c. Minimizing waste by reviewing purchasing practices and segregating wastes for reuse and 

recycling. 
d. Educating staff and customers about environmental policies and efforts to minimize 

footprint or impacts. 
e. Reviewing policy for continual improvement of environmental performance. 
f. We will always comply with the law in all our actions and will continuously review our policy 

to improve our environmental impact. 

4. Education 

Employees will be subject to Company induction training where “The Green Policy” will be 
introduced. Subsequently employees will receive further departmental training on areas of Health 
& Safety, Food & Hygiene and Procedures/Policies.  

5. Green Policy for our Guests 

a. We would like to enlist the help of our guests in achieving our aims by asking them to: 

1) Turn off lights when leaving the room. 
2) Turn off the television when leaving the room. 
3) Turn off taps. 
4) Limit the use of air-conditioning or heating 
5) Towel and Linen Policy: Our policy is to ensure that guests have a comfortable stay. 
Therefore, sheets will be changed on every second day for a long stay guest and towels will 
be changed on turn down (where necessary) and when the room is cleaned. Guests are asked 
to place all towels to be changed on the floor or bath. 
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6) Due to the geographical size of Gibraltar guests are encouraged to walk to tourist 
attractions or use the public transport. 

b. Sunborn (Gibraltar) Resort Limited very much welcome and encourage the support of our 
guests in achieving our aims and we appreciate any recommendations they might have to 
further improve the hotel’s environmental performance. 

6. Sunborn (Gibraltar) Resort Limited we will continue to: 

a. Use low energy light bulbs in all areas of the hotel. 
b. Monitor our energy consumption of electricity and water. 
c. Reduce our paper trail through the efficient use of our office technology. We do as much as 

we can online regarding booking confirmations, payments and receipts. 
d. Turn off unnecessary lights and taps. 
e. Buy in bulk. 
f. Provide electric charging stations (4) for hybrid/electrical operated vehicles. 
g. Printer used only on white mode and set on double sided, unless necessary. 
h. Encourage the use of locally fresh products. 
i. Continue recycling glass, carboard/paper, plastic, wood and metals. 

Future projects to: 

a. Update our website with green travel information e.g. local bicycle hire. 
b. Continue to reduce our energy consumption by 10% by looking at energy saving devices 

such as motion detected lighting. 
c. Use more organic produce, seasonal vegetables and local products. 
d. Use recycled paper. 
e. Involved in local community projects. 
f. Donate bathroom products to charities in Africa. 

7. Found and Lost Hotel Property 

All lost items of property are recorded and stored for a period of three months. After three months 
if the property has not been claimed by a guest the hotel donates all items that are in good 
condition to a local charity. http://www.clubhousegibraltar.com/ 

8. Explore Gibraltar – Keen to be Green 

The Hotel Concierge provides guests with information of how to explore Gibraltar walking, cycling 
(E-Bikes) or using Gibraltar’s public transport, facilitating the guest experience. 

9. Walking Maps 

Walking maps to local attractions are available at Reception. 

10. Promoting nature, wildlife and history 

We know that our guests are drawn to the natural beauty of our unique Rock with their Barbary 
inhabitants and military heritage. Sunborn (Gibraltar) Resort Limited loves to share as much 
knowledge and information as we can to help our guests take full advantage of the nature, wildlife 
and history of Gibraltar. 
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11. Recycling 

Sunborn recycle a wide range of materials including plastic, glass and cardboard/paper. 
Wood and metals are collected by a supplier and disposed of in the appropriate recycling yards, 
which are facilitated by the Government of Gibraltar. We also have a safe battery disposal box for 
the use of all our guests and visitors. 

12. Water and electricity consumption 

Sunborn have taken extensive measures to reduce water consumption throughout our 
property. We are confident this will generate encouraging results over time.  

13. Pollution Control 

a. Vehicles 

1) Vehicles are not permitted to leave their engines running while delivering to the 
premises. 

2) Suppliers and travel operators have different designated loading and unloading zones. 

3) Designated Taxi and Coach pick up and drop off zones. 

b. Company Vehicle 

1) Hybrid vehicle used for our guests. 

14. Departmental breakdown of where the Green Policy is already applied in Sunborn 
(Gibraltar) Resort Limited 

a. Housekeeping 

1) Advise the guest to not change the towels daily unless notified by guest 
2) In occupied rooms we change linen every two days. 
3) Use of Eco friendly cleaning products. 
4) Recycle paper in HK office. 
5) Keep all electrical systems switch off when rooms are not occupied. 
6) Replacement of all plastic water bottles for guestrooms with recyclable glass bottles. 
7) Stop using amenities made from plastic in rooms, such as Combs, cotton buds etc... 
8) Recycle all rubbish: Plastic, Cardboard and Glass.  
9) Recycle bathroom amenities and donate to charity programs in Africa. 

10) Switch off all electric device from HK office during out of hours (Lights, AC & Computers) 
11) Maintenance programme to clean AC filters in place. 
12) Maintenance programme to check the hotel’s plumbing for leakages. 
13) Training on H&S. (Including use of Eco Products) 
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b. Finance 

1) The use of two screens to compare figures, reducing printing.  
2) Encourage to save documents on the computer drive, avoiding printing.  
3) Recycle paper to be used as scrap paper.  
4) Switch off the lights when out of hours.  
5) Switch off the air conditioner when out of hours.  
6) Recycle plastics bags and save them for future use.  
7) Recycle the folders and files to use again for the same purpose.  
8) Use mugs, not plastic cups for coffee/tea.  
9) Use water cooler, not plastic bottled water.  

10) Introduced automated PO system, that is authorised on line, rather than needing to be 
printed.  

Future Project:  

1) Invoices signed electronically via Adobe PDF 

c. Reservation 

1) All Room Reservations backup that used to be printed is now attached in PMS server 
electronically 

2) Digital signature for contracts so there is no need to print the contract but scanned. Digital 
signature is attached to the contracts. 

3) Printer used only on white mode, unless very necessary.  

Future Project: 

1) Have a digital signing tool for PDF files as we do not have this currently, therefore any 
PDF file that needs to be signed is printed/scanned (Invoices for accounts mainly) 

d. Kitchen 

1) Use of WhatsApp as a means of communicating with the staff instead of using paper. 
2) Re-use of paper.  
3) We follow up on recycle training with the stewarding department. 
4) Training on H&S. (Including use of Eco Products) 
5) Change cup material from plastic to paper at the canteen. 
6) Remove unnecessary lamps (de-lamp) in over lit areas. 
7) Use of water/Eco friendly chemicals quantity on cleaning tasks. 
8) Oil wastage: Cooking oil is recycled by our supplier 
9) The use and purchasing of fresh, seasonal, locally sourced food. 

10) Drainage Grease traps are used throughout the kitchen and a planned maintenance 
programme is in place to maintain all drains on a regular basis. 

11) The introduction of Vegetarian and Vegan dishes in our menus. 
12) The introduction of Gluten Free option. 
13) Use of Eco-Friendly room amenities. (Shampoos, Soaps and Conditioners) 
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e. Sales 

1) Turn off the computers and the lights when out of hours. 
2) If we need to print something internal use recycle paper. 
3) Use glass/ceramic cups/mugs instead plastic ones. 
4) Turn off the air conditioner when we don’t have events in the Deck 1/ (Conference Room) 
5) Promote the hybrid company car to our guests. 

Future Project: 

1) Work from home when feasible reducing the carbon footprint for those who drive into 
work.  

f) F&B 

1) Paperless office environment. Substitute forms and requests electronically. 
2) The use of eco-friendly cleaning materials.  
3) Paper take away box.   
4) Returnable glass bottles of water. 
5) The use of paper straw.   
6) Soft drink by the draft. 
7) New ice machine reducing the electrical and water consumption.  
8) Recycling: Plastic, Cardboard, Glass and Waste. 
9) Use of Fair Trade Tea/Coffees. 

10) Large selection of Spanish wines, this includes our house wines. 
11) Water sold in all outlets and used in the rooms is from Southern Spain. 

g) Front of House 

1) Use reusable luggage tags. 
2) Remove the PMS print function and forward all reports electronically. 
3) Offer hotel guests to forward invoices electronically, only print if requested. 
4) Use of document reader reducing printing.  

h) Human Resources 

      1) Use of electronic HR forms. 
    2) Use of employee’s emails address to forward Company forms, Handbooks, Procedures and 

Policies. 
    3) Use of FB Employee Group page to communicate with Employees. (Within the parameters 

of the Company’s IT Policy and Data Protection). 
   4) Monthly staff presentation where updates, forecast etc. is announced. 
   5) Voucher donations to charities and fund-raising events within the community, both in 

Southern Spain and Gibraltar. 
   6) Working together with the Gibraltar Environmental Agency 
   7) Close working with the Marina Pier Master to ensure a safe, clean environment is maintained 

in the surrounding waters. 
   8) Collection of plastic bottle tops, which is then donated to a company and in return donates 

pet food to a kennel in Spain.  
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9) Monthly meeting with the Green Committee. 
 
 
Future Projects: 
 
1) Clean up community project. 
2) Promote and encourage “The Green Tourism” to other hospitality establishment in 

Gibraltar. 
3) Share our Green Policy concepts with other establishments. 

i) Maintenance:  

Since the beginning of the year 2015 we have started with the plan of reducing our electricity 
costs and CO2 released to the atmosphere. 

1) Consumption of electricity:  

a. Controlling the use of Air-conditioning and HVAC system, controlling the amount of 
chill water or hot water needed per day. We can increase and decrease the flow of 
chill water adjusting valves. Very conscious of the hotel occupancy, events and 
weather.  

b. Dual mode system in our chillers. Meaning that the chillers produce cold water for our 
AC and HVAC systems, but also generates heat. By doing so we now store the hot 
water in our first hot water tank, which assist the boilers. The hot water coming from 
the chillers is at the temperature of 37 to 45 degrees, which reduces electricity and 
CO2 released. The working temperature of the boilers its between 50 to 52 degrees 
on the return. In the past the water was going inside the boilers at 18 to 20 degrees. 
The difference reduces the electric consumption significantly.  

c. 95% LED lights are already used in all areas of the hotel. The aim is to change the 
entire hotel. 

d. Installing UV protection window screen on our rooms windows with this we reduce the 
electricity consumption (AC), chill water consumption and further reduce the CO2 
released to the atmosphere.  

2) Plans to reduce electricity consumption:  

a. Installing more UV protection window screen on the room windows, reception area and 
back of the ship.  

b. Upgrade our HVAC system with one more radiator to improve the efficiency.  
c. Installing and repairing Insulation material on the chill water pipes.   
d. Installed new Plates on the chillers consumption already decreased by 8% 
e. Consumption of electricity release of CO2: 

a) Electricity Year 2015 Average of 2010.99 tons of CO2  
b) Electricity Year of 2016 Average of 1793.82 tons of CO2  
c) Electricity Year 2017 Average of 1789.20 tons of CO2 
d) Electricity Year 2018 Average of 1975.20 tons of CO2 
e) Electricity Year 2019 Average of 2005.32 tons of CO2 
f) Electricity Year 2020 Average of average 800.50 tons of CO2 (covid period) 
g) Electricity Year 2021 Average of average 1255.32 tons of CO2 (covid period) 
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3) Consumption of water:  

To reduce water consumption, we have stopped using several machines that produce high 
water consumption such as ice machines and have also installed filters in the taps and 
showers that reduces 50% of water consumption.   

a. Sunborn has disconnected 3 ice machines. One ice machine compressor consumes 
one Liter of water every 3.7 seconds.  

b. In 30 days potentially consume 2101,59 tons of water or 25,219,08 tons per year.  
c. Note: Gibraltar’s fresh water is being removed from the sea producing desalination 

water or reverse osmosis.  Reducing the consumption of water, we are also reducing 
the CO2 released.  

4) Plans to reduce water consumption:  

a. Changing the ice machines cooling system to reduce water consumption   
b. Controlling and fixing water leaks  
c. To save 98% of water in our taps without losing functionality by atomization  
d. Taps and showers filers that reduce 50% of water consumption.   

a) The water is divided into millions of particles and basically creates a fog. This provides 
a much greater use of the water coming out of the taps, especially used for rinsing 
hands or cleaning the dishes.  

b) Install tap running atomization filters. An ongoing project. 

5) Car Electrical charging stations:  

a. The advantages of electric vehicles: 

a) Higher engine efficiency: Electric vehicles typically use between 0.1 to 0.23 kW per 
hour.   

b) The average equivalent consumption for a gasoline vehicle is 0.98kw / hour per 
kilometer, hence, less efficient than an electric vehicle.  

c) Zero-Emissions: The electric vehicle is the only 100% zero-emissions solution in 
use. Zero-emissions includes, gas emissions and zero emissions of pollutants.  

d) Costs of use: The cost of electric energy spent by electric vehicles with a battery-
powered energy storage system corresponds to one third of the cost of fuel used by 
vehicles with internal combustion engines for the same distance travelled, under the 
same conditions of use.  

e) Electric vehicles zero emissions, cost per Km 2 (Generic unit number), gasoline 
vehicle it makes pollution, gases, consumes fossil fuels cost per km 12 (Generic unit 
number)  

 

 


